
 
 

ABSTRACT 

FERRELL, TIFFANY. Development of an EGFR-targeting Alginate-based Injectable Hydrogel 

Drug Delivery System for the Improved Treatment of Solid Malignancies. (Under the direction 

of Yevgeny Brudno). 

Systemic distribution of chemotherapeutic drugs results in inefficient drug delivery to the 

target cancer site, toxic off-target effects, and a narrow therapeutic window. These issues could 

be remedied by localized drug presentation that does not enter circulation. The development of 

hydrogel-based drug delivery depots has made progress on this front, with alginate-based 

hydrogels showing particular promise. Alginate-based hydrogels are biocompatible, chemically 

versatile, and low in toxicity. When combined with click chemistry, alginate hydrogels have 

demonstrated increased stability and great potential in producing a drug depot that safely and 

effectively overcomes the obstacles presented by the systemic distribution of drugs. In this 

dissertation, a click chemistry-based alginate hydrogel is combined with the chemotherapy drug 

erlotinib conjugated to a novel sulfone-based linker. This hydrogel system could be injected 

directly into a tumor or tumor cavity to offer localized, sustained released of erlotinib to 

susceptible cancers over a prolonged period of time.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1   Current Limitations of Chemotherapeutics Used for the Treatment of Solid Tumors 

Despite decades of research and the development of many novel treatments, cancer 

remains a leading cause of death worldwide and a major cause of diminished quality of life [1]. 

New discoveries and reformulations of chemotherapy drugs has led to an increase in the survival 

rates of cancer as a whole; however, several types of cancer, such as brain, liver, and pancreatic 

cancer, have had little to no significant improvements in survival [2, 3]. There are a variety of 

factors that contribute to the lack of efficacy in these cancer types, including the accessibility of 

the malignancy [4, 5], tumor characteristics such as aggressiveness [6], and the toxic side effects 

associated with chemotherapy administration [6, 7].  

Current chemotherapies are severely limited by narrow therapeutic windows, wherein a 

potentially effective drug cannot be administered in the dosage necessary for treatment, as 

systemic distribution yields insufficient quantities of drug to the target site while simultaneously 

producing toxic off-target effects [7]. Furthermore, fast clearance rates necessitate repeated 

administration of large drug dosages in order to provide a consistent presence of drug to the 

target site [8]. This combination of limited therapeutic efficacy and off-target toxicity can be in 

large part attributed to poor drug delivery [1, 9]. Therefore, it is of great importance that novel, 

efficacious, and nontoxic methods of drug delivery are developed for the treatment of solid 

malignancies.  
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1.2  Drug Delivery Strategies  

Current methods of delivering chemotherapy drugs to a target site overwhelmingly rely 

on systemic routes of administration, such as intravenous injections or oral administration [8, 9]. 

Drugs in systemic circulation are delivered to unnecessary locations and have the potential to 

cause off-target effects that greatly limit the therapeutic window and necessitate repeated doses 

[10]. Furthermore, drugs can be eliminated from the body through renal and nonrenal pathways 

before the drug is able to exert an effect [8]. It is therefore critical to develop strategies that 

overcome these barriers of drug delivery to target cancer sites. Approaches to improved drug 

delivery that are frequently used include chemical alteration of drugs to synthesize prodrug 

formulations, utilizing nanocarriers, and designing implantable drug depots. 

 

1.2.1 Prodrugs  

A prodrug is a compound that consists of a drug that is conjugated to a promoiety [11]. 

The addition of a promoiety prevents the drug from becoming pharmacologically active until that 

promoiety undergoes an enzymatic or chemical transformation that releases the drug in its active 

form [11, 12]. Prodrugs are common in the pharmaceutical industry and in clinical use, as they 

can be developed to alter a drug’s solubility [13], increase chemical stability [14], improve 

diffusion [14, 15], and enhance tissue targeting [14, 16]. The overall goal that prodrug synthesis 

aims to achieve is the development of a stable compound with high bioavailability and reduced 

toxicity [11, 17].  

This strategy has been successful at reducing the toxic side effects of cancer drugs that 

hinder efficacy. For example, the drug doxorubicin has established efficacy for treating a variety 

of sarcomas, but it’s chemotherapeutic potential is limited by its serious adverse effects [18, 19]. 
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Doxorubicin inhibits cancer growth by binding to DNA complexes and intercalating the DNA’s 

double helix. This results in the cessation of DNA replication, thus preventing cell proliferation 

in both healthy and malignant tissues [18, 20, 21]. Additionally, doxorubicin is non-specific and 

capable of disrupting mitochondria function [22, 23]. This effect is evident in cardiomyocytes, 

the cell type in which mitochondria are most abundant, and ultimately results in dose-dependent 

cardiotoxicity [23, 24]. Doxorubicin diffuses quickly into tissues post-infusion, having a 

distribution half-life of just 3-5 minutes. Rapid diffusion into non-specific tissues prevents 

accumulation of doxorubicin at the target site and causes the array of adverse effects seen with 

doxorubicin administration [18]. The targeting ability and toxicity profile of doxorubicin could 

be improved by creating a prodrug formulation, and Kratz et al. accomplished this through 

conjugation of an acid-cleavable linker to doxorubicin. This doxorubicin derivative, named 

Aldoxorubicin (Aldox), rapidly and selectively binds to circulating albumin proteins [25]. 

Albumin has long been recognized for its utility as a drug carrier due to its tendency to 

accumulate in the tumor microenvironment [26, 27]. As such, intravenously administered Aldox 

binds to circulating albumin and accumulates in the tumor microenvironment, whose acidic 

properties lead to cleavage of the linker and release of free doxorubicin at the target site [28]. 

Circulating Aldox, particularly when bound to albumin, does not exert the toxic effect of 

doxorubicin and therefore reduces cardiotoxicity. In vivo studies confirmed this, demonstrating 

significantly reduced toxicity for Aldox as compared to free doxorubicin, with no significant 

difference in the antineoplastic effect [25, 29]. The attachment of an acid-cleavable linker that 

readily binds albumin resulted in a significantly wider therapeutic window, meaning that more 

drug can be administered, leading to a more potent antineoplastic effect [25, 28, 29]. 
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There are drawbacks to the chemical modification strategy for cancer treatment: first, it is 

challenging to develop a prodrug with an ideal pharmacologic profile. Such a profile would 

include properties such as stability that allows the prodrug to reach the target site [16, 17], 

appropriate solubility [13], minimal off-target pathways [16, 17], low levels of active drug 

entering circulation, non-reactivity to non-target tissue components [11], persists for an 

appropriate duration for transformation, and favorable safety profiles of both the prodrug and the 

released promoiety [14]. Second, prodrugs that release drug through an enzymatic reaction 

necessitate the identification of a cancer-specific enzyme that is expressed at sufficient levels to 

allow for therapeutically relevant release of active drug. While many cancers over-express 

certain proteins or express mutated versions of normal proteins that could serve as targets, 

healthy tissues often express the same or similar proteins, which has potential for causing off-

target effects [11, 16, 30]. Finally, while the chemical transformation strategy for release of 

prodrug may reduce off-target effects, systemic circulation of prodrug reduces the control over 

drug release and active drug may still be in circulation unnecessarily [17, 31]. Overall, systemic 

distribution is often part of the prodrug-based strategies, and a potential for off-target effects still 

exists. 

 

1.2.2 Nanocarriers 

 Nanocarriers are drug delivery systems that consist of particles that are generally less 

than 500 nanometers in diameter [32]. The drug to be carried can be encapsulated by a shell of 

particles, or it can be covalently attached to the surface of particles. Encapsulation protects the 

drug from degradation and facilitates its transport regardless of its solubility, while surface 

presentation of drug can provide stability for targeting to take place [33]. As a whole, 

nanocarriers can offer increased stability, increased specificity, reduced toxicity, and improved 
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bioavailability and delivery of drugs [34]. Materials used for synthesizing nanocarriers include 

organic, inorganic, and hybrid materials with a wide variety of sizes, shapes, solubilities, and 

surface properties that impact the carrier’s in vivo distribution [32, 34]. Some of the most 

commonly researched materials include liposomes and gold nanoparticles.  

 Liposomes, in the context of drug delivery, consist of an aqueous core enclosed by lipid 

bilayer(s) [35]. Such composition results in a biodegradable transporter that is also 

biocompatible and has low immunogenicity [35, 36]. Furthermore, both hydrophilic and 

lipophilic drugs are capable of being carried by lysosomes due to the aqueous core and lipid 

bilayer, respectively [8, 36]. Lysosomes deliver its payload through either passively diffusing to 

cells or through active transport into cells. Active transport mechanisms require the addition of 

targeting molecules on the surface of lysosomes, and this has been the approach of recent 

generations of lysosome carriers. Additional surface modifications, such as the addition of PEG 

molecules, are often made to mitigate a major limitation of liposome-based delivery approaches: 

reduced half-life in blood and tendency to be cleared by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) 

[36, 37]. However, there is difficulty in binding ligands to the surfaces of liposomes as there are 

few available surface groups and the potential for steric hinderance [38]. Yet, liposomes continue 

to be explored for a variety of uses across the field of drug delivery; in the case of chemotherapy 

delivery, there is some success, with several FDA-approved liposome-based chemotherapies 

currently on the market [37].  

 Gold nanoparticles have attracted a lot of attention in research due to its flexibility in 

design, reproducibility, low toxicity, and stability over a wide range of pH and temperatures [39, 

40]. These nanoparticles are easily conjugated to biomolecules and readily undergo surface 

modifications that can lead to functionalization. Such surface modifications allow for the 
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nanoparticles to reliably evade the RES and prevent elimination before drug delivery can occur 

[41]. This ability to evade elimination also serves as a potential limitation of gold nanoparticles, 

since gold nanoparticles are non-biodegradable [39]. Furthermore, there are many 

inconsistencies in the research literature regarding the in vivo characteristics of gold 

nanoparticles [39, 41]. Full elucidation of characteristics such as biocompatibility, 

biodistribution, and clearance/elimination is needed.  

 There are limitations to the nanocarrier-drug delivery approach for cancer treatment. 

First, nanocarriers that aim to actively deliver a drug to a particular site require an established 

and specific target. As mentioned previously, creating a drug or drug carrier that is chemically 

stable, biocompatible, efficacious, and active at a specific target site is difficult to achieve when 

delivered systemically. Second, nanocarriers using passive mechanisms for delivery, including 

those constructed to accumulate or aggregate within the tumor microenvironment, are 

constructed to utilize the proposed “enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect” [32, 42]. 

The EPR effect theory states that, due to the combination of defective “leaky” vasculature and 

low-functioning or absent lymphatics often observed in solid tumors, molecules and particles are 

able to pass into the tumor microenvironment and evade clearance [43]. Many delivery strategies 

utilizing nanocarriers are contingent upon the validity of the EPR effect; unfortunately, studies 

have failed to provide evidence for this effect being consistent across different tumors [44, 45, 

46]. As such, a clearer understanding of the mechanisms involved in nanocarrier delivery to 

tumor sites is needed. Nonetheless, decades of research have produced a myriad of nanocarrier-

based delivery strategies for improving chemotherapy, but these strategies overwhelmingly fail 

to be translated into clinical use [45]. While research and development of these systems has no 
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doubt produced valuable information and a few major discoveries, the issue of effective delivery 

of chemotherapeutics to solid tumor sites persists.  

 

1.2.3 Drug Depots 

 Currently used chemotherapeutics could be delivered to a target site in higher, more 

effective doses while diminishing off-target toxicity if the drug is delivered locally rather than 

through systemic circulation. Local presentation of drug is achievable through implantable drug-

eluting depots. Drug depots are devices implanted into the body for the purpose of controlled 

drug release [47]. These drug-eluting devices have clinical significance, exhibiting utility as 

stents for cardiovascular conditions [48], implantable hormonal contraceptives [49], and cancer 

therapies [50].   

 One such example of a drug depot for chemotherapeutic delivery is Gliadel, which is 

used for the treatment of an aggressive form of brain cancer called glioblastoma [50]. Gliadel is 

used as an adjunct therapy to surgery and consists of the chemotherapy drug carmustine 

contained within a polymer disc [50, 51]. Surgical debulking of glioblastoma tumors results in 

“dirty margins,” wherein tumor cells remain among healthy tissue because attempting to remove 

them would result in substantial sacrifice of healthy brain tissue [52]. After the surgical 

debulking of a glioblastoma tumor, Gliadel wafers are placed on the walls of the surgical cavity. 

Placement of these wafers into the tumor bed has the advantage of by-passing the blood brain 

barrier and provides high concentrations of carmustine directly [51, 53]. This adjunct therapy 

results a statistically significant increase in survival time of approximately 3 months [50, 51, 54]. 

However, this approach to drug depots has several limitations; first, drug persistence is limited 

by rapid depletion of the drug cargo from the depot. The majority of carmustine elutes from the 
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polymer depot over a period of five days and persists in brain tissue for only one week [50, 53, 

55]. Second, the depot can only be placed as an adjunct to surgery. Patients with non-resectable 

tumors are not eligible for this treatment and placing more depots once the wafers degrade is not 

feasible, as this would necessitate further surgery [53, 56]. Finally, carmustine exits the wafer in 

a burst release, wherein much of the drug elutes from the depot within the first 24 hours after 

placement. A burst release limits the amount of drug that can be loaded into a depot, as the 

addition of more drug into the depot for the purposes of extending the elution time could result in 

uncontrolled tissue toxicity [57].  

 The success of Gliadel as one of the only pharmaceutical treatments available for 

glioblastoma is an indication that drug depots could be the drug delivery system that offers 

localized, sustained, and controlled release of chemotherapy, ultimately improving treatment 

outcomes. It’s limitations, however, reveal the need to further develop depot systems for the 

treatment of cancer. In particular, this strategy could be improved by manufacturing a depot that 

prolongs drug exposure, offers a stable rate of drug release, and can be placed in the body in a 

minimally invasive way. 

 

 

1.3. Hydrogels as Drug Delivery Systems 

 Among the multitude of proposed drug delivery systems for controlled delivery, 

hydrogels stand out as an ideal candidate for improving chemotherapeutic delivery due to their 

high biocompatibility, flexibility, modifiable mechanical properties, tunable degradation rates, 

and adjustable porosity. A hydrogel is a highly hydrated 3-dimensional network of crosslinked 

polymers, and they are commonly used many areas of biomedical engineering for a variety of 
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applications, including tissue engineering and pharmacoengineering. The specific chemical and 

physical properties of a hydrogel depend in large part on the polymer material used. Synthetic 

hydrogels, such as PLGA and PEG, offer enhanced gel strength and increased chemical and 

mechanical reproducibility. However, naturally occurring polymers, such as collagen or alginate, 

have the advantage of innate biocompatibility. With there being greater focus on designing 

biomaterials that functionally simulate the extracellular environment within a given tissue, 

nature-derived polymers have regained attention within the bioengineering research community. 

A major advantage that hydrogels as a whole offer in terms of delivery strategies is their 

mechanical properties allow permit depot placement via injection. This is minimally invasive 

compared to surgical placement. The ideal polymer for hydrogel development is highly 

dependent on what the hydrogel is supposed to do and where it is to be placed. 

 

1.3.1. Alginate-based Hydrogels 

 Alginate is an anionic polysaccharide most often derived from brown algae that is 

frequently used in biomedical engineering due to its low toxicity, chemical versatility, low 

immunogenicity, and high biocompatibility. Hydrogels composed of alginate exhibit structural 

similarities to the extracellular matrix of many tissues, a characteristic which has led to its use in 

applications such as wound dressings, cell culturing, and drug delivery.  

 Alginates are composed of alginic acid, a linear copolymer composed of covalently 

linked residues of α-L-guluronic acid and 1,4-linked β-D-mannuronic acid. Both guluronic acid 

and mannuronic acid can covalently link in homopolymeric sections (“G blocks” and “M 

blocks,” respectively) and in heteropolymeric sections. The ratio of M/G residues and the 

arrangement of these blocks affects the alginate’s properties, such as affinity towards ions and 
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viscosity, that will ultimately determine the final properties of the alginate-material and its 

potential applications. For example, alginates with a higher composition of G blocks produce 

stiffer, more stable hydrogels. Additionally, G blocks are mostly responsible for typical strategy 

for crosslinking alginate: G blocks on separate strands of alginate associate with each other in the 

presence of divalent cations like calcium ions (Ca2+) through ionic bonds, producing an “egg 

box” structure (Grant et al 1973). Gelation can also occur through covalent interactions with the 

available functional groups (-OH, -NH2, -COOH), but it occurs most commonly with the 

carboxylic groups. Regardless of the method of gelation, the rate of gelation depends on several 

variables, including temperature, pH, the ratio of M/G residues, the crosslinking agent used, and 

the presence of other compounds. Overall, alginate gel formation occurs under neutral conditions 

with non-toxic reactants.  

 

 

Figure 1.1. A depiction of (A) ionic crosslinking and (B) covalent crosslinking in alginate hydrogels. [72] 
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 Due to its non-immunogenicity, non-toxicity, high-water content, pH sensitivity, and ease 

of chemical modification due to available functional groups, alginate hydrogels make ideal 

candidates for drug delivery depots. As Fenn et al. demonstrated, alginate hydrogels can be used 

as a drug delivery vehicle for delivering doxorubicin to lung cancer cells. First, a solution 

containing alginate, methacrylate, and doxorubicin was subjected to water/oil emulsion to 

doxorubicin-containing sub-microspheres. Next, the sub-microspheres were photo-crosslinked 

with methacrylate, which utilized alginate’s available hydroxyl groups to form covalent bonds. 

Then, the sub-microspheres were further crosslinked with calcium chloride, which utilized 

alginate’s carboxyl groups on neighboring alginate strands. The result was dually crosslinked 

doxorubicin-containing alginate sub-microspheres. These sub-microspheres were incubated with 

a human’s lung cancer cell line, A549, and cellular uptake and drug delivery efficacy were 

assessed. Greater than 80% of the added sub-microspheres were taken up by the cells, and 

mitochondrial activity was greatly reduced by diffused doxorubicin in treated cells within 24 

hours. Blank sub-microspheres were internalized but had no effect on mitochondrial activity. 

Overall, clinically relevant doses of doxorubicin were successfully delivered to A549s in a 

controlled manner. With the potential for localized injection directly to a cancer site, there is 

promise for alginate hydrogels as a drug delivery system. 

 

 

1.3.2. Click Chemistry and Hydrogels 

 “Click chemistry” refers to chemical reactions which are spontaneous, rapid, extremely 

selective, are stable in a physiological environment, do not result in toxic byproducts, produce 

high yields, and react under mild conditions. Click chemistry has been used as a method for 
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crosslinking to rapidly produce stable hydrogels with increased mechanical strength. For 

example, Gao et al. developed an injectable PEG-based hydrogel containing doxorubicin using a 

thiol-ene click reaction. The resulting hydrogel could form in situ, was biodegradable, and 

released doxorubicin in a sustained fashion. While the drug-free click-based hydrogels exhibited 

no toxicity, hydrogels containing doxorubicin were effective in producing a cytotoxic effect. 

  

 

Figure 1.2. A schematic for the strain promoted alkyne-azide cycloaddition (SPAAC) reaction. The strained alkyne 

(reactant 2) spontaneously reacts with the azide (reactant 1) to form a stable triazole ring (product) [87]. 

 

 The term “click chemistry” encompasses several types of reactions, but strain promoted 

alkyne-azide cycloadditions (SPAAC) in particular has been attracting attention for its utility in 

bioconjugation. In a SPAAC reaction, an azide and an alkyne-containing cyclooctyne 

spontaneously react to produce an inert triazole ring. This reaction has the capacity to 

functionalize alginate hydrogels for improved drug delivery. This is evident in a publication by 

Brudno et al.: SPAAC was used to bond circulating prodrugs to implanted hydrogels in vivo. 

This resulted in capture-and-release system that captured circulating cyclooctyne-modified 

prodrugs within the azide-modified alginate hydrogel. Upon reaction of the cyclooctyne and 

azide, the active drug is released and able to exert its effects locally. As such, the alginate 

hydrogel drug depot becomes “refillable,” capable of releasing multiple payloads over time. 

Moody et al. further demonstrated the utility of this reaction through improving the in vivo 
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stability of capture-and-release alginate-based hydrogels. Alginate strands were modified to 

display azides and the typically used calcium-based crosslinker was replaced with a cyclooctyne. 

The resulting SPAAC reaction covalently crosslinked the alginate strands, producing a hydrogel. 

Some azides remained available within the gel, which could be used to capture cyclooctyne-

modified prodrugs within the aforementioned refillable drug delivery system. Ultimately, click 

chemistry shows significant promise in hydrogel synthesis due to its capacity for 

functionalization, its biocompatibility, its specificity, and the rapidly produced high yields. 

 

 

1.4. Research Objectives 

 Tremendous amounts of research effort has gone into developing methods to reduce the 

toxicity and increase the efficacy of chemotherapy drugs. Localized drug delivery depots show 

promise, with hydrogel-based systems attracting a lot of attention. There have been many studies 

that investigated the utility of alginate hydrogels for drug delivery. However, the strategies 

undertaken in these studies are limited by a variety of factors, including the crosslinker used in 

the gels, the method of drug release, the gel’s drug binding repertoire.  

 As stated previously, there are two methods for crosslinking: ionic and covalent. Ionic 

crosslinking is more commonly used in hydrogel production, but this method of crosslinking 

causes poorly controlled gelation rates and results in gels that are ultimately unstable due to 

gradual release of the divalent cations. Loss of the crosslinking agent leads to the breakdown of 

the gel within the body and presents the possibility of an elevated immune response. 

Alternatively, covalent crosslinking allows for tightly controlled degradation rates and 

mechanical properties [65]. The method by which loaded drugs are released is an important 
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consideration. Drugs that are loaded into the gels through ionically interacting with alginate will 

release by diffusion. Drug release by diffusion in this way quickly expends the payload of the 

gel, similar to the release of carmustine in Gliadel wafers. Diffusive drug release is also poorly 

controlled [82]. A chemically controlled release mechanism would offer control over release 

rates, potentially through utilization of covalent coupling. Furthermore, while it is often noted 

that the chemical characteristics of a drug are important when considering incorporation into a 

hydrogel, most studies do not focus on creating a hydrogel system that is compatible with a wide 

variety of drugs, regardless of chemical properties. An advantage that alginate offers is its 

chemical versatility and potential for modification; this advantage is often utilized to modify 

hydrogels for delivery of specific drugs, but there has been limited investigation into developing 

a delivery system that can be easily modified to bind drugs with differing chemical properties.  

 The goal of this research is to address these limitations by creating a drug delivery system 

that releases targeting chemotherapy drugs locally in a controlled, tunable fashion. This system 

would ideally be chemically stable, biocompatible, compatible with a variety of drugs, have 

tunable release rates, and is minimally invasive. Click chemistry-based alginate hydrogels meet 

the criteria for this system and have demonstrated efficacy in previous studies.  

 For proof-of-concept, a chemotherapy drug must be selected and modified to bind to this 

hydrogel. Many studies use doxorubicin, but this drug is nonspecific and is highly toxic to 

healthy tissues [83]. To minimize off-target toxicity, a target-specific drug that is applicable to 

many cancer types is ideal. For this reason, EGFR-inhibition was selected as the target 

mechanism. The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) family consists of transmembrane 

receptors that, when activated, trigger an intracellular cascade that results in the activation of 

transcription factors that ultimately lead to DNA synthesis and cell proliferation [84]. EGFR is 
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expressed in many healthy tissues; however, in many cancer types, including certain lung 

cancers, epithelial cancers, and glioblastoma, EGFR is overexpressed. In some cases, EGFR can 

become mutated to be constitutively active, providing constant signaling that leads to 

uncontrolled cell proliferation [84, 85]. Certain tyrosine kinase inhibitors are used as 

chemotherapeutics that can bind EGFR and prevent it from signaling. This slows or halts cancer 

progression [86]. For the following research, the tyrosine kinase inhibitor erlotinib is modified 

with a linker to form a “prodrug” version of erlotinib that can participate in click chemistry 

reactions, allowing it to bind to a click-modified alginate hydrogel. Altogether, the purpose of 

this dissertation is to provide proof-of-concept for a biocompatible injectable hydrogel drug 

delivery system that allows controlled, sustained, and localized drug release for the improved 

treatment of cancer. 
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Chapter 2: Synthesis and Analysis of the EGFR-inhibitor Erlotinib Conjugated to an Aryl-

Sulfone Linker 

 

2.1 Introduction 

EGFR inhibitors are used as chemotherapeutics against cancers that are positive for 

EGFR mutation or overexpression [1, 2]. This mutation and/or overexpression is a characteristic 

found in several cancer types, including approximately 48% of non-small cell lung cancers 

(NSCLCs) [3], 41% of pancreatic cancers [4], and 57% of glioblastomas [5]. By binding to 

EGFR, EGFR inhibitors prevent the protein from phosphorylating other cytoplasmic proteins 

that partake in cell signaling; more specifically, EGFR inhibitors prevent EGFR from initiating a 

transduction cascade that would otherwise result to cell proliferation, survival, migration, and 

focal adhesion [1, 6]. As such, EGFR inhibitors restrict the growth and spread of malignancies. 

Erlotinib is a quinazoline-derived, highly selective EGFR inhibitor used to treat advanced 

or metastatic NSCLC and pancreatic cancer [1, 7]. It is an antagonist that reversibly competes 

with the ATP binding site located within EGFR; when erlotinib is bound, EGFR cannot 

autophosphorylate, and this terminates anti-apoptotic signaling pathways before they can be 

initiated [6, 8]. Erlotinib demonstrates remarkable efficacy in impeding the aggressiveness of 

NSCLCs and pancreatic cancer, as well as glioblastoma, though erlotinib has not been approved 

for treating glioma-type cancers [9-11]. Because of its efficacy, erlotinib is often used as a 

second-line monotherapy, especially for maintenance following treatment with a first line 

therapy but may be beneficial as a first-line monotherapy in some patients [11, 12].  

Unfortunately, because EGFR is expressed ubiquitously, erlotinib has systemic side 

effects that limit its potential [13]. The EGFR-inhibiting effects are most apparent in the skin and 
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in the gastrointestinal tract, and side effects are common, typically including a skin rash, acne, 

pruritis, diarrhea, and anorexia. Rarer but more dangerous are side effects like renal failure, 

cardiac arrythmia, gastrointestinal perforations, and liver failure [13, 14]. Since these adverse 

effects are overwhelmingly the result of unnecessary systemic exposure, many of these effects 

could be prevented or dramatically minimized with localized delivery to a cancer site. 

Furthermore, because erlotinib is a substrate for P-glycoprotein and breast cancer resistance 

protein and these are both efflux pumps, it cannot persist within the central nervous system, 

limiting its potential for treating susceptible gliomas [7]. Because of this, erlotinib was selected 

as the chemotherapeutic of choice for demonstrating proof-of-concept for the hydrogel delivery 

system that is the focus of this dissertation.  

In creating a click chemistry-based alginate hydrogel for drug delivery, drugs must be 

able to participate in a click reaction to bind to the gel and release active drug in a controlled, 

sustained fashion. To accomplish this, a prodrug version of the active drug must be created 

through conjugation to a linker. This linker should ideally be biocompatible, tunable, contain a 

click motif, and be relatively slow cleaving as to provide sustained therapeutic doses of drug 

over a sufficient period of time. Discussed in this chapter is the synthesis and characterization of 

a hydrolysable erlotinib prodrug containing a click motif. 

 

 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

Sodium phosphate dibasic anhydrous (Na2HPO4), potassium phosphate monobasic 

(KH2PO4), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), HPLC-grade water, and HPLC-grade methanol were all 
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purchased from Fisher Scientific. Hydrochloric acid (HCl), dichloromethane (DCM) and n-

methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) were purchased from VWR. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH), dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO) and methanol were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 

2.2.1 Synthesis of the Erlotinib Prodrug 

 Erlotinib prodrug was synthesized by a collaborator in the Pierce lab (North Carolina 

State University, Department of Chemistry). Briefly, the linker was formed by first adding 

sodium azide to a sealed tube containing 6-bromo-1-hexanol in anhydrous DMF. The reaction 

was resealed and heated to 110 for 8 hours. The resulting aqueous layer was extracted, and the 

organic layers were washed to remove residual DMF. The organic layers were then filtered over 

sodium sulfate and concentrated to form 6-azidohexan-1-ol as an oil. Separately, oxalyl chloride 

was added to a flask containing anhydrous DCM under nitrogen pressure, then cooled to -78oC. 

DMSO was added to form an intermediate, after which 6-azidohexan-1-ol was added. The 

reaction was warmed to room temperature and stirred, then quenched with DI water. The 

aqueous layer was extracted with DCM, and the organic layers were filtered over sodium sulfate. 

The resulting crude oil was purified with flash chromatography, forming the resulting product, 6-

azidohexanal. A solution of methyl phenyl sulfone in THF was added to lithium 

diisopropylamine, followed by the addition of aldehyde in THF, then 6-azidohexanal. The 

reaction was cooled and stirred for 2 hours, after which it was quenched with NH4Cl aqueous 

solution. The crude reaction was extracted with ethyl acetate, and the resulting organic layers 

were filtered over sodium sulfate and concentrated. The crude isolate was purified with flash 

chromatography, yielding the linker compound, 7-azido-1-(phenylsulfonul)heptan-2-ol. 

For conjugating the linker, erlotinib in DCM solution was first modified through the 

addition of pyridine followed by triphosgene (BTC). The reaction was quenched with saturated 
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NH4Cl in aqueous solution and extracted with DCM. The organic layers were filtered over 

sodium sulfate, and the crude isolate was purified with flash chromatography to yield 

chloroformate erlotinib, or (6,7-bis(2-methoxyethoxy)quinazolin-4-yl)(3-

ethynylphenyl)carbamic chloride. LiHMDS was added to the linker in anhydrous THF. 

Separately, chloroformate erlotinib was added to THF and cooled to -78oC under nitrogen 

atmosphere. The alkoxide generated from the linker was added dropwise to the stirring solution 

of chloroformate erlotinib. The reaction was quenched with DI water after 4 hours and extracted 

with ethyl acetate. Organic layers were dried over sodium sulfate and concentrated, after which 

crude residue was dissolved in DCM and concentrated on a silica gel to be eluted via flash 

chromatography with an ethyl acetate/hexane gradient. This yielded the 7-azido-1-

(phenylsulfonyl)heptan-2-yl (6,7-bis(2-methoxyethoxy)quinazolin-4-yl)(3-

ethynylphenyl)carbamate conjugate herein known as “erlotinib prodrug.”  

2.2.2 Compound Preparation and Storage 

 Erlotinib hydrochloride, the form of erlotinib that is orally administered, was provided by 

the Pierce lab (North Carolina State University, Department of Chemistry). Both erlotinib 

hydrochloride and erlotinib prodrug were separately dissolved in pure NMP to form stocks of 

various concentrations. Stocks were stored at -20oC.  

2.2.3 HPLC Analysis  

 An Agilent 1290 analytical HPLC and its accompanying software were used. The solvent 

system utilized HPLC-grade water and HPLC-grade methanol, both with 0.1% TFA. The column 

used was an Agilent C18 column (2.1 x 50 mm). The method was 8 minutes long and consisted 

of a mobile phase gradient of 10% MeOH in water that increased to 100% MeOH after 4 
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minutes. Methanol ran for 1 minute before returning to a gradient that ended with 10% MeOH in 

water after 3 minutes. Additionally, the column was heated to 40oC. The injection volume of 

samples was 5 µL and the flow rate was 0.5 mL/min. Absorbance of erlotinib was observed at 

346 nm. Absorbance of erlotinib prodrug was observed at 336 nm. 

2.2.4 Nanodrop Analysis 

 A Thermo Scientific Nanodrop 2000c with a 1 mm gap was used for nanodrop analysis. 

Absorbance of erlotinib was observed at 333 nm, and the absorbance of erlotinib prodrug was 

observed at 346 nm. A sample of erlotinib prodrug stock was diluted to a concentration of 100 

µM. The absorbance was recorded 3 times and averaged. Beer’s law was used to calculate the 

extinction coefficient using the average absorbance, the length of the light path (0.1 cm), and the 

concentration (0.0001 M).  

2.2.5 Prodrug Kinetics Experiment 

 Phosphate buffer was prepared by dissolving Na2HPO4 and KH2PO4 in DI water to a 

concentration of 10 mM. The pH of the buffer was evaluated using a FiveEasy Standard pH 

Meter from Mettler Toledo and adjusted to 7.4 using 0.1 M HCl or 0.1 M NaOH. Solutions of 

erlotinib or erlotinib prodrug were prepared from stocks and consisted of a 1:4 ratio of NMP to 

phosphate buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4). The final concentration of each drug in solution was 200 uM. 

The solutions (n=2) were secured to a LabQuake Rotisserie Tube Rotator (Barnstead 

International) and incubated at 37 degrees with rotation. The solutions were sampled at hours 0, 

2, 5, 12, 24, 48, 100, 196, 336, and 720 and run on analytical HPLC. The area under the curve 

(AUC) was measured for each peak at 346 nm (“free” erlotinib) and 336 nm (prodrug) at each 

time point. 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Synthesis and Structural Confirmation of the Erlotinib Prodrug 

To create a prodrug-version of erlotinib, a linker containing a click motif was synthesized 

and conjugated to standard erlotinib (Figure 2.1). Conversion of 6-bromo-1-hexanol (S1) 

produced 6-azidohexan-1-ol (S2) in a clear oil with a yield of 80%. Synthesizing 6-azidohexanal 

(S3) from S2 yielded 94% of the starting mass and was also a clear oil. The linker, 7-azido-1-

(phenylsulfonyl)heptan-2-ol (S4), was synthesized from S3 and yielded 56% of the starting mass.  

 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic for the erlotinib prodrug synthesis reaction. 

 

 Standard erlotinib (S5), or (6,7-bis(2-methoxyethoxy)quinazolin-4-yl)(3-

ethynylphenyl)amine, was transformed to (6,7-bis(2-methoxyethoxy)quinazolin-4-yl)(3-

ethynylphenyl)carbamic chloride (S6), which was observed to be a pale, white oil with a 
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quantitative yield. This oil (1.2 eq.) was reacted with the linker, S4 (1 eq.), to ultimately produce 

7-azido-1-(phenylsulfonyl)heptan-2-yl (6,7-bis(2-methoxyethoxy)quinazolin-4-yl)(3-

ethynylphenyl)carbamate, or the desired erlotinib prodrug, as a white amorphous solid in a 

42.49% yield. The structure of this erlotinib prodrug was confirmed with proton nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) (Figure 2.2.) and carbon-13 NMR (Figure 2.3). Structural analysis 

with ChemDraw software predicted a mass of 716.26 g/mol (Figure 2.4). High resolution mass 

spectrometry revealed the exact mass to be 717.26967 g/mol.  

 

 

Figure 2.2. Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectrograph confirming erlotinib prodrug structure. 
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Figure 2.3. Carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance spectrograph confirming erlotinib prodrug structure. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. The structure of the erlotinib prodrug as analyzed by ChemDraw. 
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2.3.2 Baseline Analysis of the Erlotinib Prodrug with HPLC  

Both erlotinib and erlotinib prodrug dissolved in a solution containing 20% NMP, 80% 

phosphate buffer showed distinct peaks when analyzed by HPLC. Standard erlotinib 

demonstrated an average retention time of 3.3 minutes (Figure 2.5), whereas the erlotinib 

prodrug had an average retention time of 4.4 minutes (Figure 2.6). 3D spectra of standard 

erlotinib revealed maximum absorbance of 346 nm, while 3D spectra of erlotinib prodrug 

revealed a maximum absorbance at 336 nm. Since these measurements were taken less than 1 

hour after placing the drugs in aqueous solutions, the chromatograph for erlotinib prodrug 

demonstrates a small, barely detectable peak around 3.3 minutes.  

Nanodrop analysis of 100 µM erlotinib prodrug yielded an average absorbance of 

0.13233 when observed at 336 nm (Figure 2.7). Using Beer’s law, the extinction coefficient was 

determined to be 1.3233 x 103. 
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Figure 2.5. Chromatograph of standard erlotinib at its maximum absorbance of 346 nm. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Chromatograph of erlotinib prodrug at standard erlotinib’s maximum absorbance of 346 nm.  
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Figure 2.7. Nanodrop spectrograph of erlotinib prodrug. 

 

2.3.3 Erlotinib Prodrug Kinetics 

Erlotinib prodrug releases standard erlotinib through hydrolysis at the amide group that 

links the sulfone to erlotinib (Figure 2.8). The rate of linker hydrolysis was quantified by 

measuring the release of erlotinib from the prodrug over a period of 30 days. During that time, 

samples were incubated at 37 degrees with rotation. The rate of hydrolytic cleavage was 

determined to be 6.079 x 10-7 M/sec, and the half-life of the prodrug was found to be 80.454 

hours (Figure 2.9). Consistent linker cleavage was observed with first-order kinetics, given the 

linearity of measured release on a semi-log plot (Figure 2.10). 
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Figure 2.8. Schematic for the reaction of erlotinib release from the erlotinib prodrug by hydrolysis. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Release of erlotinib from erlotinib prodrug over time. 
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Figure 2.10. The kinetics of the erlotinib prodrug represented by a semi-log plot. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

Selecting the right linker molecule is important for developing a biocompatible drug 

delivery system that provides sustained release over a long period of time. For this purpose, a 

sulfone-based linker would be ideal. Sulfone linkers are commonly used in pharmaceutical 

manufacturing due to their safety, biological inertness, and tunability [16]. To achieve a linker 

consistent with the proposed hydrogel system, a sulfone linker conjugated to an azide group that 

binds to a drug through its available alcohol group (Figure 2.1) was developed. In this case, 

erlotinib modified with an acyl chloride group readily reacts with the alcohol group on the linker 

to form erlotinib prodrug and hydrochloric acid as a by-product. Both 1H NMR and 13C NMR 

confirmed the structure of the erlotinib prodrug.  
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 When the prodrug was received, it appeared to be a white, wax-like solid. The predictions 

made by ChemDraw include a predicted CLogP, or partition coefficient. As the Log P value of 

6.12792 indicates, the prodrug proved to be highly hydrophobic and significantly more soluble in 

organic phases as opposed to aqueous phases. Originally, the prodrug was dissolved and stored 

in 100% DMSO; however, when attempting the kinetics experiments, chromatographs showed a 

continual loss of signal after 72 hours. It was theorized that the prodrug may be “crashing out” of 

solution; in response, a different solvent, NMP, was tried and proved to be successful in keeping 

erlotinib prodrug in solution over 30 days, at least up to a concentration of 200 µM. Higher 

concentrations were not tested. It was discovered, however, that prodrug is soluble in pure NMP 

up to a concentration of 50 mM.  

When analyzed using HPLC, standard erlotinib was found to have a retention time of, on 

average, 3.3 minutes. The AUC calculated from standard erlotinib peaks remained consistent 

over the test period. The erlotinib prodrug had a retention time of 4.4 minutes, eluting after the 

mobile phase gradient had shifted to 100% methanol with 0.1% TFA. Erlotinib released from the 

prodrug, however, had a retention time consistent with standard erlotinib: 3.3 minutes. When 

analyzed at the zero-hour timepoint, the chromatograph for the erlotinib prodrug displayed a 

barely detectable peak around 3.3 minutes. This is likely erlotinib that has been released from the 

erlotinib prodrug. While the samples were run immediately after creating the solutions, a small 

amount of time passed before the samples were read on the HPLC due to the first sample being a 

blank. Hydrolytic cleavage of the erlotinib prodrug was found to have a rate of 6.079 x 10-7 

M/sec, while the half-life was approximately 80.454 hours. Finally, nanodrop analysis revealed 

that the prodrug had an extinction coefficient of 1.3233 x 103. Considering all this, the erlotinib 
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prodrug appears to be an ideal candidate for a hydrogel drug delivery system given its sustained 

release over a period of 30 days. 
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Chapter 3: Synthesis and Analysis of an Alginate Hydrogel containing the Erlotinib-Linker 

Conjugate 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Alginate-based hydrogels utilizing click chemistry have shown promise in drug delivery. 

The SPAAC reaction in particular has been shown to be beneficial in vitro and in vivo due to its 

high specificity and biological inertness [1]. Utilizing the SPAAC reaction to covalently 

crosslink alginate hydrogels results in a more stable gel that produces a reduced immune 

response and is well-retained in tissues [2]. Additionally, the SPAAC reaction can be used to 

load drugs or prodrugs containing available azide groups into a hydrogel [3].  

Recently, it was shown that tBCN successfully crosslinks modified alginate hydrogels 

and improves the hydrogel’s stability, non-immunogenicity, and tissue retention [2]. TBCN is a 

four-armed compound containing a cyclooctyne group on each arm. These groups can bind 

azide-modified alginate strands through SPAAC reactions, leading to the formation of a 

hydrogel. If there are “arms” available on the tBCN molecule, then the molecule can participate 

in additional SPAAC reactions with an azide-containing molecule.  

In this chapter, the synthesis of tBCN-crosslinked hydrogels and the utility of these gels 

as drug delivery vehicles will be explored. The erlotinib prodrug contains an available azide that 

can bind to the cyclooctyne groups on tBCN. On the condition that tBCN still has some of the 

groups available after the addition of the prodrug, then the tBCN could still successfully 

crosslink azide-modified alginate to form a hydrogel. The resulting hydrogel would then release 

free erlotinib in a sustained fashion at the rate of linker hydrolysis. This will provide proof-of-
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concept for the proposed click chemistry-based alginate hydrogel drug delivery system that is the 

focus of this dissertation. 

 

3.2 Methods and Materials 

Sodium phosphate dibasic anhydrous (Na2HPO4), potassium phosphate monobasic 

(KH2PO4), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), HPLC-grade water, HPLC-grade methanol, LLC-Cell 

counting kit-8 (CCK-8), and penicillin-streptomycin were all purchased from Fisher Scientific. 

Hydrochloric acid (HCl), dichloromethane (DCM) and n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) were 

purchased from VWR. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 

poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM), triethylamine, calcium sulfate, calcium chloride, and methanol 

were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Ultrapure alginate (Pronova UP MVG-sodium alginate, 

MW = 250 kDa, 67% guluronic acid) was purchased through NovaMatrix. Fetal bovine serum 

was purchased from the tissue culture facility at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 

and the supplier is VWR. Trypsin (0.05% EDTA) and Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium 

(DMEM) was purchased from Gibco. 

3.2.1 Cell Culture 

The A431 cell line was obtained through the tissue culture facility at the University of 

North Carolina, Chapel Hill. The received vial had a recorded freeze date of September 20, 2017, 

and was on passage 19. It was originally supplied by ATCC (CRL-1555). The frozen stock of 

cells was initiated into a T-75 culture flask with pre-warmed media (DMEM, 10% FBS, 1% 

penicillin-streptomycin). Media was changed every two to three days, and the cells were 

passaged at approximately 70% confluency two to three times per week for maintenance. To 
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passage for maintenance, cells were digested with trypsin (0.05% EDTA) and split 1:5 into new 

T-75 vessels. 

3.2.2 Cytotoxicity Experiment  

To assess the cytotoxicity of NMP on A431 cells, NMP was added to DMEM to a 

concentration of 2% in a 96-well plate. A 1:2 serial dilution was performed until a concentration 

of 0.0625% was reached (5 dilutions total). Once the serial dilution was complete, an equal 

volume of A431 cell suspension was added to the wells such that the wells contained 5,000 

cells/well. The addition of cell suspension diluted the NMP in media to a concentration range of 

0.03125 – 1%. Cells were incubated for 48 hours (37oC, 5% CO2). A CCK-8 assay was 

performed by aspirating the old media out of the wells and replacing it with DMEM containing 

10% CCK-8. The cells were then incubated for 2 hours, the plate was read on a Tecan GENios 

microplate reader, and the results were analyzed using the microplate reader’s accompanying 

software.   

To assess the cytotoxicity of erlotinib prodrug on A431 cells, a stock of erlotinib or 

erlotinib prodrug was diluted in DMEM media to a concentration of 160 µM. A 1:4 serial 

dilution was performed until a concentration of 0.001221 µM was reached (9 dilutions total). 

NMP concentration was kept consistent at 0.4% of the total volume. Once the serial dilution was 

complete, an equal volume of A431 cell suspension was added to the wells such that the wells 

contained 5,000 cells/well. The addition of cell suspension resulted in a drug concentration range 

of 0.000305 – 80 µM and a consistent concentration of NMP at 0.2%. Cells were incubated for 

48 hours (37oC, 5% CO2). A CCK-8 assay was performed as described above. 
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3.2.3 Synthesis of t-BCN  

To synthesize t-BCN, a solution of BCN was first created by dissolving 25 mg of BCN-NHS in 

400 µL of DMSO, then adding 400 µL of methanol. Once the BCN-NHS was fully dissolved, 

14.2 µL of triethlamine was added to the solution, followed by 52.8 µL of PAMAM. The 

solution was vortexed and left to sit for approximately 10 minutes. The BCN solution was 

purified using Agilent 1100 series preparatory HPLC and a XBridge Prep C18 OBD column (5 

µM, 30 x 150 mm). The 20-minute method consisted of a gradient beginning with 100% water 

with 0.1% TFA and transitioning to 100% methanol with 0.1% TFA over the course of 12 

minutes. The flow rate was 20 mL/min, and the fractions collected were based on detection of a 

peak with a retention time of 11 minutes. Fractions associated with the t-BCN peak (210 nm) 

were collected and placed on a rotary evaporator for approximately 15 minutes to evaporate the 

methanol. The remaining solution was washed with methanol and transferred to a new vial 

before being placed on the rotary evaporator again. Once the methanol was again removed, the 

vial containing the t-BCN solution was frozen in a -20oC freezer overnight. The frozen solution 

was freeze-dried on a lyophilizer for 2 days. The resulting solid compound was weighed, 

dissolved in NMP to a concentration of 10 mM, and stored at -20oC.  

3.2.4 Synthesis of t-BCN Crosslinked Alginate Hydrogels 

 For the modifying alginate to contain azide groups, 1 gram (4 µmol; 1 eq.) of medical 

grade, high molecular weight alginate with high guluronic acid content (NovaMatrix) was 

dissolved in an 100 mM MES buffer (200 mL, pH 6.5) overnight. Azide-PEG4-amine 

(Lumiprobe-1868, 8 mmol; 2,000 eq.) was added and the solution stirred at room temperature. 

Following that, 1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl]carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC, 2 mmol; 

500 eq.) and sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide (sNHS, 1 mmol; 250 eq.) were mixed together and 
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split into three doses which were given every eight hours. The solution stirred for an additional 

eight hours following the final dose. The solution underwent dialysis using 4 L of water changed 

2-3 per day with decreasing NaCl content. Finally, the solutions were frozen at -20oC overnight 

and freeze-dried using a lyophilizer. This produced “low-azide alginate.” Low-azide alginate was 

dissolved in phosphate buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4) at a concentration of 20 mg alginate per 1 mL of 

buffer. This solution was stirred on a stir plate overnight to ensure full dissolution of alginate.  

 A solution was created using T-BCN stock (10 mM, 60 µL), 15 µL of 50 mM prodrug 

stock (or NMP for controls), and 15 µL CaSO4 and vortexed. This mixture transferred to a 1 mL 

syringe. A total of 900 µL of alginate solution was transferred to a 3 mL syringe, which was then 

connected to the 1 mL syringe via a Luer lock coupler. The plungers of the syringes were 

alternatively pressed approximately 20 times to mix the solutions. Once mixed, 300 µL of the 

final solution was injected into microcentrifuge tubes and allowed to gel at room temperature for 

24 hours. The hydrogels were transferred into new tubes containing 600 µL of pre-warmed 

(37oC) release buffer (20% NMP, 77% phosphate buffer, 3% CaCl2). The concentration of 

prodrug in the final volume containing both gel and release buffer was 250 µM. The tubes were 

transferred to a shaking incubator (37oC, 90 RPM) for incubation and sampled at 0, 24, 36, 72, 

and 120 hours. 

3.2.5 HPLC Analysis 

An Agilent 1290 analytical HPLC and its accompanying software were used. The solvent 

system utilized HPLC-grade water and HPLC-grade methanol, both with 0.1% TFA. The column 

used was an Agilent C18 column (2.1 x 50 mm). The method was 8 minutes long and consisted 

of a mobile phase gradient of 10% MeOH in water that increased to 100% MeOH after 4 

minutes. Methanol ran for 1 minute before returning to a gradient that ended with 10% MeOH in 
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water after 3 minutes. Additionally, the column was heated to 40oC. The injection volume of 

samples was 5 µL, and the flow rate was 0.5 mL/min. Absorbance of erlotinib was observed at 

346 nm with a retention time of 3.3 minutes. Absorbance of erlotinib prodrug was observed at 

336 nm with a retention time of 4.4 minutes.  

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Assessment of the Erlotinib Prodrug’s Cytotoxicity 

 The A431 cell line is an epidermoid carcinoma cell line that has demonstrated 

overexpression of EGFR and sensitivity to EGFR inhibitors [4, 5]. Before the effects of the 

erlotinib prodrug could be assessed on A431s, the toxicity of the carrier solvent, NMP, needed to 

be evaluated. NMP is commonly used as a drug solubilizer, but its bioactivity is not well defined 

[6], making it crucial to determine its toxicity against cancer cells as to not misattribute cytotoxic 

effects to erlotinib prodrug erroneously. A serial dilution of NMP in A431s was completed with 

NMP concentrations ranging from 0.03125 – 1%. A CCK-8 assay performed after cells 

incubated with NMP for 48 hours showed that concentrations of NMP of 0.5% and higher were 

highly cytotoxic to A431s relative to the control group (Figure 3.1). The EC50 of NMP for A431s 

was determined to be 0.32%.  

To evaluate the cytotoxic effects of the erlotinib prodrug against A431s, a 1:4 serial 

dilution was performed, giving a concentration range of 0.0003 – 80 µM (Figure 3.2). A431s 

demonstrated a higher tolerance for erlotinib prodrug over 48 hours compared to standard 

erlotinib (Figure 3.3), implying that the erlotinib prodrug produces less of an effect than standard 

erlotinib does over the course of 48 hours. 
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Figure 3.1. The effect of NMP concentration on A431s after 48 hours of incubation. The EC50 was determined to be 

0.32% NMP for this cell line.  
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Figure 3.2. The schematic for the 96-well plate used for assessing the cytotoxicity of the erlotinib prodrug. “Cells + 

NMP” refers to cells incubated with 0.2% NMP in media, “cells only” refers to cells incubated in DMEM media 

alone, and “media only” refers to wells containing only media and no cells. 
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Figure 3.3. Graph representing the effects of standard erlotinib and the erlotinib prodrug after 48 hours as 

determined by a CCK-8 assay. 

 

 

3.3.2 Synthesis and Purification of t-BCN 

 T-BCN was successfully synthesized through mixing triethylamine and PAMAM with 

BCN-NHS in solution (Figure 3.4, Table 3.1). Preparatory HPLC yielded 3 collectable fractions 

(approximately 12 mL) which were combined and placed on a rotary evaporator. Removal of 

methanol resulted in the solution turning into a milky-white color. Freeze-drying of the solution 

yielded 14.4 mg of a white powder-like solid. This powder was dissolved in NMP to yield a 

concentration of 10 mM. Creation of a 20 mM stock was attempted, but t-BCN was not 

completely soluble at this concentration. 
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Table 3.1. PAMAM-amine and triethylamine react optimally with BCN-NHS in specific ratios, given as equivalents 

(eq.) in the table below. Mass (g), molecular weight (M.W.), moles, concentration, and volume are given for 

synthesizing approximately 1 mL of BCN solution. 

 Mass (g) M.W. Moles Stock Conc. 

(g/L) 

Stock 

volume (L) 

Eq. 

BCN-NHS 2.50 x 10-2 291.3 8.58 x 10-5 N/A N/A 4.2 

Triethylamine 1.03 x 10-2 101.2 1.02 x 10-4 726 1.42 x 10-5 5 

PAMAM 1.06 x 10-2 517 2.04 x 10.5 200 5.28 x 10.5 1 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Reaction for synthesizing t-BCN. The four-armed PAMAM dendrimer reacts with BCN-NHS to yield a 

tetramer of BCN in a single step. T-BCN can then be purified by preparatory HPLC. 

 

3.3.3 Synthesis of Prodrug-containing Hydrogels 

Initial attempts at making a prodrug-containing t-BCN crosslinked hydrogel involved 

mixing prodrug in NMP, t-BCN in NMP, and low-azide alginate solution together through 

interlocked syringes before injecting the mixture into a microcentrifuge tube to gel at room 

temperature. Even after 48 hours, these mixtures did not undergo full gelation, instead producing 

a viscous liquid. To remedy this issue, a small amount of calcium sulfate was added to the 

mixture. This facilitated full gelation after 24 hours (Figure 3.5).  
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Figure 3.5. A picture of the t-BCN gels containing erlotinib prodrug and 24 hours of gelation. 

 

 After release buffer was added to the gels and the gels were incubated over five days, no 

disintegration of the gels was visually observed. HPLC analysis confirmed release of erlotinib 

from the gels (Figure 3.7). Interestingly, some prodrug appeared to be in the release buffer as 

well, though the peak was not well defined. No release of either erlotinib or prodrug was 

observed at any other time point (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6. Chromatograph of erlotinib released from prodrug-containing t-BCN hydrogels at the 36-hour time 

point (346 nm). The green line indicates the standard erlotinib control, the red line indicates the prodrug control, and 

the blue line indicates the sampled release buffer from a prodrug-containing hydrogel. 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Chromatograph of erlotinib released from prodrug-containing t-BCN hydrogels at the five-day (120 

hour) time point (346 nm). The blue line indicates the standard erlotinib control, the green line indicates the prodrug 

control, and the red line indicates the sampled release buffer from a prodrug-containing hydrogel. 
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3.4 Discussion 

 Before attempting to synthesize hydrogels that contained erlotinib prodrug, the toxicity 

and effectiveness of erlotinib prodrug was first evaluated through CCK-8 assay on a susceptible 

cell line, A431. As expected, A431s demonstrated inhibited growth in the presence of standard 

erlotinib. This inhibition of growth was not observed to the same extent in A431s treated with 

erlotinib prodrug. This may be due to the half-life of the prodrug, which is 80.454 hours. After 

only 48 hours of incubation, less than one-third of the prodrug had been hydrolyzed. This would 

result in low concentrations of erlotinib and a low level of inhibition of proliferation. 

Additionally, the lack of inhibition indicates nontoxicity of the erlotinib prodrug, indicating that 

the prodrug that has not been hydrolyzed is not directly harmful to cells. 

T-BCN was successfully synthesized and was fully soluble in NMP up to a concentration 

of 10 mM. T-BCN appeared to crosslink the low-azide alginate to some extent, as the resulting 

solution was semi-viscous, though it was not a solid gel. This occurred in both the control and 

the prodrug-containing gels, so it is not likely to be a result of the interaction between t-BCN and 

prodrug. Additionally, using t-BCN in a solution of DMSO instead of NMP did not result in 

gelation either, therefore NMP is unlikely to be responsible for this effect. The lack of full 

gelation may be to the ratio of t-BCN to available azides in the low-azide alginate gel: without 

enough available azides, or alternatively not enough available t-BCN, crosslinking cannot occur 

efficiently. To remedy this, a small volume of calcium sulfate (100 mg/mL) was added to the 

mixture of t-BCN and prodrug. This resulted in successful gelation (Figure 3.6); one potential 

complication of this solution is that the gels may have decreasing integrity over time due to the 

calcium crosslinking. Ionic crosslinking of alginate hydrogels is not stable over prolonged 

periods of time as there is gradual release of divalent cations. Covalent crosslinking is far more 
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stable, so a more-ideal solution to the crosslinking issue encountered would be to find the 

minimum number of t-BCN-azide crosslinks needed to form a stable gel.  

 The synthesized hydrogels were placed in release buffer, incubated, and sampled at 0-, 

24-, 48-, 72-, and 120-hours post-addition of the buffer. Since the hydrogel contains water, 

hydrolysis was likely occurring during the 24 hours of gelation. Of note, no other gelation times 

were tested, so the gels may have sufficient integrity before 24 hours. When release buffer was 

added, the gels swelled with additional water; whether or not the diffusion of released erlotinib 

may be affected by this influx was not determined. HPLC analysis of samples showed no 

presence of erlotinib or prodrug at 0-, 24-, 48-, or 72-hour time points (Figure 3.7); presence of 

both erlotinib and prodrug was detected at 120-hours (Figure 3.8). Of note, at 346 nm, the 

wavelength that standard erlotinib absorbed best at, more erlotinib prodrug was detected than 

released erlotinib. This is surprising, as erlotinib prodrug should be bound to the t-BCN rather 

than be unbound in the gel or the buffer. This may be due to a low number of t-BCN molecules, 

as this was also thought to be behind the issue with crosslinking azide-modified alginate strands. 

Additionally, the peaks observed in the chromatograph for release buffer sampled from prodrug-

containing gels after 120 hours were undefined, wavy, and broad. This corresponded to 

abnormally high pressure during the HPLC run. It was thought that alginate strands may be 

present in the samples, leading to clogging of the HPLC column or filters and increased pressure 

in the system. The filters and columns were flushed, resulting in normal pressure, and the 

samples were re-run after being filtered with GVS Separa Syringeless 32 mm Filter Vials. These 

filters had a pore size of 0.2 µM, which is a pore sized used by another study that filtered 

alginate solutions [7], but this did resolve the issue with pressure in this case. Overall, it appears 
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that this hydrogel system shows promise in providing sustained release of erlotinib from erlotinib 

prodrug, though there needs to be optimization of the ratio of t-BCN to azides and prodrug. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusion and Future Directions 

 Chemotherapeutics in use today overwhelmingly rely on systemic distribution to deliver 

drugs to a target cancer site. Systemic distribution results in off-target effects that reduce 

efficacy, cause toxicity, may lead to irreversible damage, and in many cases decrease patient 

compliance. Localized delivery of chemotherapy is therefore an ideal method of drug delivery, 

as local drug delivery systems can decrease systemic effects and allow for higher doses of drug 

to be used. Hydrogel drug delivery systems are attracting interest in localized drug delivery 

research due to their high biocompatibility, flexibility, modifiable mechanical properties, tunable 

degradation rates, and adjustable porosity. Specifically, alginate hydrogel systems show promise 

due to its low toxicity, chemical versatility, low immunogenicity, and biological inertness. 

Alginate hydrogel systems have been used in research to facilitate localized delivery of 

chemotherapeutics and have been used in combination with click chemistry to further increase 

their stability and create novel drug depot systems that can be noninvasively refilled through the 

blood.  

 In this dissertation, an alginate-based drug delivery system for the sustained release of an 

erlotinib-sulfone-linker conjugate was described. The synthesized erlotinib prodrug 

demonstrated favorable kinetics with a half-life of 80.454 hours and sustained hydrolytic release 

of erlotinib from the sulfone-based linker over the course of 30 days. Additionally, erlotinib 

prodrug showed minimal toxicity against the A431 cell line. Utilization of click chemistry in an 

alginate-based hydrogel has been previously shown to increase stability and tissue retention, so 

the strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) was used to covalently crosslink 

alginate strands with the biocompatible click motif, t-BCN. Incorporating this prodrug into a 

click chemistry-based alginate hydrogel presented some difficulties and needs to be optimized. 
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Primarily, the ratio of t-BCN molecules to available azide molecules may not be ideal, as 

crosslinking the low-azide alginate strands required the addition of a calcium sulfate crosslinker. 

Prodrug was detectable by HPLC in the release buffer, which could support the assertion that the 

number of t-BCN molecules is not sufficient to crosslink the alginate strands fully and also bind 

the azides located on the prodrug. Once the ratio of t-BCN to azides is adjusted successfully, a 

stable crosslinked gel that releases erlotinib in a sustained fashion could be achieved. This gel 

would need to be tested on a susceptible cell line, such as A431, to ensure both a lack of direct 

toxicity and establish efficacy of the released erlotinib. T-BCN-linked alginate hydrogels have 

been tested in vitro and in vivo, showing that these types of gels are effective and safe in these 

applications. As such, efficacy of the prodrug-containing hydrogels in vitro could lead to in vivo 

testing and eventual success in developing a sustained-release, biocompatible, efficacious drug 

depot for treating cancers overexpressing EGFR.  

 In conclusion, the research presented in this dissertation demonstrates several successes. 

First, the sulfone-based linker developed has minimal toxicity, is tunable, and offers sustained 

release over the course of 30 days. Second, t-BCN demonstrated potential as a simultaneous 

crosslinking agent for alginate hydrogels and as an anchor for drug-linker conjugates. Finally, 

these gels showed at least some stability and release of erlotinib after five days, though there is 

room to optimize this system. Overall, the t-BCN-linked alginate hydrogel system presented in 

this dissertation shows promise in the delivery of chemotherapeutics and may offer localized, 

sustained drug delivery with minimal off-target effects in the future. 

 


